
Why Siwel 
for IT Asset Management?
Siwel Consulting has been 
designing and implement-
ing IT Asset Management 
programs for more than 14 
years. Our analysts at the 
ITAM Center of Excellence 
understand that a successful 
program must combine timely, 
accurate business intelligence 
with strong business 
analytics – capabilities that only come with experi-
ence. We call on this experience every day to reduce 
hardware and software expenditures, mitigate 
compliance risk, manage audits and changing vendor 
metrics, and close gaps in managing the asset life 
cycle.  

Whether you engage Siwel to advise on a contract or 
audit issue, identify gaps, risks and opportunities for 
cost-savings in your current ITAM program, develop 
a comprehensive new program for you to run, or 
manage your entire ITAM program in the cloud, your 
organization will benefit from accurate, real-time data 
analyzed and interpreted by the foremost experts in 
the field.

For more information about Siwel’s full range of 
ITAM solutions, please contact Frank Venezia .

1-877-60-SIWEL, ext. 241  
fvenezia@siwel.com

or
Visit our web site at www.siwel.com.

Reduce Costs.
Mitigate Risk.
Relieve Compliance Pain.

About Siwel Consulting, Inc.
Siwel Consulting delivers industry-leading technical 
expertise and IT implementation services, including 
innovative virtualization, storage, end-user computing 
and cloud enablement solutions, comprehensive IT 
Asset Management programs, efficient management 
of the IT supply chain and cost-effective staffing 
services. We work closely with each client to optimize 
IT assets and align IT strategy with overall business 
objectives. Our long-standing partnerships with the 
most important IT innovators guarantee that Siwel 
clients always have access to the most current, 
most reliable and most cost-effective IT solutions. 
The result is greater operational efficiency, new 
sources of competitive advantage and additional 
revenue opportunities. 

Siwel is a woman-owned business founded in 1992, 
and is headquartered in New York City.

Siwel Consulting, Inc. 
71 West 23rd Street, Suite 1907
New York, NY 10010

www.siwel.com
phone:  212.691.9326
fax:  212.929.6815 

IT  ASSET MANAGEMENT



Program Development Services
For years, many companies were comfortable relying 
on vendor tool sets alone to track and manage their IT 
assets. But technological advances, changes in 
regulatory and compliance requirements and 
increased financial performance pressures have 
changed the way software and hardware assets are 
deployed, used and managed.  

Tools are not enough.  
A comprehensive IT Asset Management program 
must generate valuable business intelligence 
to support management strategies for contract 
negotiations and audit management, as well as 
acquisition, deployment, usage, maintenance and 
decommission of IT assets. Information from the 
entire asset life cycle must be interpreted and 
analyzed by an experienced team of ITAM experts. 
This business analytics component is critical input for 
important decisions that impact financial health.

Siwel’s ITAM Program Development Methodology
Siwel’s ITAM experts identify what an organization 
is doing today, analyze the gaps and risks, and 
design a plan to increase the effectiveness of your 
existing ITAM program. Our 5-Phase methodology 
begins with a comprehensive assessment of an 
organization’s existing ITAM program, and ends with 
deployment and activation of a turnkey program to 
manage internally or as a cloud-enabled managed 
service.

Siwel’s ITAM Program Development Services help 
organizations manage and optimize their IT assets, 
and can be easily adapted to changes in market forces 
and technologies.

Contract Advisory Services
Siwel’s ITAM Center of Excellence helps your 
organization understand exactly where you stand 
regarding software compliance. We can ensure that 
you are thoroughly prepared for software contract 
negotiations, audits and true-ups.  

Our services include:

Net License Position (NLP)
Siwel helps organizations reconcile software 
license deployments to entitlements, providing 
a clear picture of your compliance position with 
major suppliers.  

Contract Consulting
Siwel’s Contract Consulting Services provide 
guidance, strategy and direction to ensure that 
your agreements are negotiated, aligned and 
“right-sized” to minimize cost and unnecessary risk.

Audit Preparation / Audit Response
Our Audit Preparation / Audit Response Services 
help your organization respond to and handle 
a vendor software audit. The Siwel team can 
facilitate and improve the audit process and 
outcome, and reduce the risk of retroactive 
license and maintenance costs.

Why choose Siwel as your trusted advisor?
Knowledge is power – Understanding your Net 
License Position will give you the upper hand when 
negotiating contracts and responding to compliance 
requests.

Better business decisions – Together, comprehensive 
discovery data (business intelligence) and analysis 
by our experienced ITAM license experts (business 
analytics) provide the information you need to make 
better business decisions.

Protect your bottom line – Mastery of your Net 
License Position and the terms and conditions of your 
software agreements will result in cost savings and 
less risk for your organization.

ITAM Managed Services
IT Asset Management requires expertise in contracts, 
software licensing, various tools, workflows, business 
analytics and more.  Siwel’s ITAM Managed Services 
provide turnkey access to comprehensive business 
intelligence and the most experienced ITAM 
analysts in the industry. Outsourcing your 
program to Siwel offloads your ITAM burden and 
significantly lowers your ITAM expenses.

Key Features: 
•   Expert ITAM analysts
•   Software License Requisition System (SLRS)
•   Download Depot
•   Automated discovery for HW and SW
•   “Executive Dashboard” report of key 

 performance indicators
•   Streamlined activation and integration

Benefits of ITAM Managed Services:
Business Intelligence – Establish and maintain 
access to real-time, accurate information about your 
IT assets, providing business intelligence to support 
critical decisions.

Business Analytics – Siwel analysts oversee your 
entire ITAM program. The combination of business 
intelligence and business analytics results in true 
optimization of IT assets.

Financial – Your organization will realize significant 
financial benefits by maximizing return on your IT 
assets.  Siwel clients realize as much as 25%-30% 
cost savings in the first year.

Knowledge is Power – Accurate and accessible 
information on deployments, entitlements and future 
trends enhances your negotiating position with soft-
ware vendors.

Hassle-free IT Asset Management – Siwel will run 
your ITAM program within a secure, private cloud, 
eliminating the burden of managing your program 
internally.


